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Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a single stranded RNA virus of 
positive polarity belonging to the Flaviviridae family. The 
about 9.6 kb single-stranded viral RNA genome expresses 
a single polyprotein consisting of about 3,000 amino acids, 
which undergoes proteolytic cleavage with the help of host 
and virally-encoded proteases. This results in production of 
up to 10 different viral proteins, both structural and non-

structural (NS) proteins.
HCV infection affects 170 million people worldwide (1).  

It is estimated that 20% of HCV-infected patients will 
develop cirrhosis, with the associated risks of developing 
liver failure and/or liver cancer (2,3). The primary aim of 
anti-HCV therapy is permanent eradication of the virus or 
a sustained viral response, finally to prevent development 
of cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Currently, 
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the standard therapy for chronic HCV infection is the 
combination of pegylated interferon (PEG-IFN) α-2a 
or α-2b and ribavirin (RBV). The combination of both 
drugs has a significant effect on virological and histological 
responses, especially to the patient with HCV genotypes 2, 
reaching a sustained viral response rate in 80% of patients 
in randomized controlled trials (4-6).

However, even with genotype 2 HCV infection, the 
combination therapy for 24 weeks failed to eradicate the 
virus in about 20% of patients, although the reason is still 
unclear. To investigate the mechanism of poor response in a 
case of genotype 2a, we analyzed the HCV RNA sequences 
before and after standard therapy.

materials and methods

Patient 

One patient chronically infected with HCV-2a, enrolled 
in HCV clinical trial at Beijing Ditan Hospital, whose 
diagnosis had been made based on anti-HCV antibody 
detection, HCV genotype determination according to the 
method by Okamoto et al. (7) and clinical follow-up, was 
treated with PEG-IFN-2b (1.5 µg/kg body weight, once a 
week, subcutaneously) and RBV (600-800 mg daily, per os), 
according to a standard treatment protocol. The patient 
was confirmed negative for hepatitis B surface antigen and 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Plasma samples 
were collected from the patient during and after 12 weeks of 
treatment. The quantification of serum HCV RNA titers was 
performed by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-PCR) with an internal RNA standard derived from the 
5' noncoding region of HCV (Amplicor HCV Monitor test, 
version 2.0, Roche Diagnostics, Tokyo, Japan). The viral load 
before treatment (0 week) and during treatment (12 weeks) is 
1.95×107 and 2.19×103 IU/mL, respectively.

The study protocol was approved by the Ethic Committee 
of Beijing Ditan Hospital, and written informed consent 
was obtained from the patient before the treatment.

Sequence analysis

RNA was extracted from 150 µL of plasma with ISOGEN-
LS (Wako Corporation, Japan). For amplification of 
different region of the HCV genome, covering NS4B, 
NS5A and NS5B, the extracted RNA was reverse-
transcribed and amplified using PrimeSTAR Max DNA 
polymerase (Takara Bio Inc., Japan). The sets of primers 

are: 8S [5’-AAACACATGTGGAACTTCATC-3'; sense 
nucleotide (nt)  5,639-5,659] with 8As (5'-GGAT 
GGATCTGTTAGCATGGAC-3'; sense nt 6,868-6,889),  
9S (5'-ACTGGTATCATGACCACACG-3'; sense nt 
6,416-6,435) with 9As (5'-GCGTCCTGTCAAAA 
GTTACC-3'; sense nt 7,823-7,842), and 10S (5'-GACT 
CCGTCGTGTGCTGCTC-3’; sense nt 7,649-7,668) with 
10As (5'-CCTGGTCA TGGCCTCCGTGAA-3'; sense nt 
8,681-8,701), and each pair of primers produces fragment 8, 
9 and 10, covering NS4B, almost whole part of NS5A and 
NS5B, respectively. The PCR products were cloned using 
Mighty Cloning Reagent Set (Blunt End) (Takara Bio Inc., 
Japan) and sequenced.

Plasmid construction

pFK-Lu-JFH1 and pFK-Lu-JFH1/GND were generated 
from subgenomic replicon pSGR-JFH1 (AB114136.1) and 
pSGR-JFH1/GND (8) [both plasmids were kindly provided 
by Takaji Wakita (Department of Microbiology, Tokyo 
Metropolitan Institute for Neuroscience, Tokyo, Japan)], 
respectively, in which Neo gene was replaced by humanized 
Gaussia luciferase (hGLu) gene. In brief, an HCV replicon 
expressing hGLu was constructed by replacing Neo gene of 
plasmid pSGR-JFH1 with the luciferase gene from Gaussia 
princeps. The T7 promoter and the HCV 5' untranslated 
region (UTR) were amplified by PCR using JFH1-EcoR I  
(5'-GGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAG-3') and 
JFH1-hGL (5'-ACTTTGACTCCCATTTTGGTTT
TTCTTTGAGG-3') as primers and pSGR-JFH1 as a 
template, while the hGLu gene was amplified by PCR using 
hGL-ATG (5'-ATGGGAGTCAAAGTTCTGTTTGC-3') 
and hGL-T (5'-TTAGTCACCACCGGCCCCCT-3') 
as primers and pRNAi-GL as a template (Takara Bio Inc., 
Japan). These two PCR products were used as templates for 
second round PCR to combine the 5’UTR with hGLu gene. 
The second round PCR product was digested with EcoR I 
and ligated with the linearized pSGR-JFH1 by digesting 
with EcoR I and Pme I. The newly generated pSGR-Lu-
JFH1 and pSGR-Lu-JFH1/GND were double digested 
with Age I and EcoR V, respectively, and put into linearized 
pFK with same restriction enzyme sites. 

The next step was to generate chimeric replicon of 
pFK -Lu-JFH1/0-37, pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-26 and pFK-Lu-
JFH1/12-29, using pFK-Lu-JFH1 as template. Briefly, both 
clones of fragment 9 (clone 0w-37, 12w-26 and 12w-29)  
and pFK-Lu-JFH1 were digested with restriction enzyme 
Bae I, each relevant fragment was purified by gel extraction 
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(QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). 
Chimeric replicon, where most part of wild type [Japanese 
fulminant hepatitis-1 (JFH1)] NS5A was replaced by 
patient’s HCV quasispecies sequence, was generated by 
in-fusion cloning method (Takara Bio Inc., Japan). The 
sequences of in-fusion primers used in the in-fusion cloning 
method are as below: forward primer: 5'-CCCTTCATC
TCTTGTCAAAAGGGGTACAAGGGTGTGTGGG
CCGGCACTGGTATCATGACCACACGCTGCCCT
TG-3'; reverse primer: 5'-AGCCCCGGTCCAGGAGTA
TGACATGGA-3'. 

RNA synthesis

We followed previously developed methods (9). In brief, 
we cut pFK-Lu-JFH1, pFK-Lu-JFH1/GND and chimeric 
replicon pFK –Lu-JFH1/0-37, pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-26 and 
pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-29 with Xba I, respectively, and treated 
them with mung bean nuclease (New England Biolabs 
Ltd., UK) to remove the 3'-protruding nucleotides. With 
this DNA, we synthesized HCV replicon RNA by using a 
MEGAscriptTM T7 kit (Applied Biosystems/Ambion, TX, 
USA). We treated the synthesized RNA with DNase I 
(Promega, WI, USA) at 37 ℃ for 15 min, and extracted it 
with acid phenol to remove remaining template DNA. 

Cell culture and transfection

Huh-7.5.1 cells (9), which are highly permissive to HCV 
RNA replication, were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified 
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen 
Corporation/Gibco, CA, USA), 100 µg/mL of kanamycin 

(Sigma), and non-essential amino acids (Invitrogen 
Corporation/Gibco). Each synthesized RNA was delivered 
to Huh-7.5.1 cells via Microporator MP-100 (Digital Bio, 
Korea). After 4 h, 100 mL of the supernatant was taken for 
assay, then we added 100 U/mL of IFN-a to the transfected 
cells and cultured in the incubator. After incubation with 
IFN-a for 24 h and 48 h, the cell supernatant was taken 
for assay, respectively. Total light output was detected by 
Turner Designs TD-20/ 20 Luminometer (Promega Co., 
USA).

Results 

Evolution of HCV RNA after standard therapy

Regarding to standard therapy for HCV-infected patient, 
its efficacy depends on HCV genotype (5,10), although 
the mechanism underlying the different response among 
patients with different HCV genotypes is still unclear. 
However, this implies that viral genetic heterogeneity could 
affect, at least to some extent, the sensitivity to IFN-based 
therapy. So we amplified three different regions (Figure 1) 
of HCV RNA by RT-PCR and clone sequenced. As we can 
see in Figure 2, the pre- and post-treatment HCV sequences 
appeared to be almost uniform in three different regions, 
moreover, the quasispecies variation shrank to be further 
more simplified after 12 weeks of therapy.

The IFN-sensitivity determining region (ISDR) has 
been discussed and was correlated with IFN responsiveness 
in HCV genotype 1b and 2a infection (11-14). But in our 
study, the population at the 12-week treatment in the region 
ISDR became more similar to the HCV-JFH1 (Figure 3), an 
IFN sensitive strain. 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of HCV-2a (GenBank Accession No.AB047639). Three arrow bars indicate three 
different subgenomic regions amplified by RT-PCR 
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Chimeric subgenomic JFH1 replicon activity before and 
after IFN treatment

HCV resistance to IFN has been attributed, in part, to the 
function of the NS5A protein (13-16). To investigate how 
these NS5A changes on the influence of the virus replication 
and response to IFN, we constructed subgenomic JFH1 
(wild type) and chimeric replicons (Figure 4). The Gaussia 
luciferase, inserted in replicon, possesses natural secretory 
signal and upon expression is secreted into the cell medium, 
so that cell supernatant can be used to evaluate each 
replicon’s activity. As shown in Figure 5, both chimeric 
replicons, pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-29 and pFK-Lu-JFH1/0-37 
derived from post- and pre-treatment, respectively, 
exhibited higher replication ability, while another post-
treatment-derived chimeric replicon, pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-26, 
did not replicate at all. Replication capacity of pFK-Lu-

JFH1/12-29 was 4-fold powerful than pFK-Lu-JFH1/0-37, 
but its reaction efficiency to IFN-a was only 77%, much 
lower than pFK-Lu-JFH1/0-37 of 91%. So we compared 
these replicons’ ISDR region by amino acid alignment 
using GENETYX software (Figure 6), and found that pFK-
Lu-JFH1/12-26 and pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-29 had only 3 and 
1 amino acid differences with wild type JFH1, respectively, 
but pFK-Lu-JFH1/0-37 has 11s. 

In addition, the loss of replication ability of pFK-Lu-
JFH1/12-26 replicon attracted our interesting. Since NS5A’s 
zinc binding domain and PKR binding domain (PBD) are 
important for HCV replication (17-19), we performed 
amino acid sequence alignment in these regions (Figure 7),  
and found several pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-26 clone specific 
amino acid changes, such as S2047A, Y2094H, K2142E and 
F2144S in zinc binding domain (Figure 7A), and T2220S, 
S2223N, E2257A and C2274R in PBD (Figure 7B). These 

Figure 2 Phylogenetic trees (Method: NJ) of the different regions. A, B and C. represent the region covering NS4B, almost 
part of NS5A and NS5B, respectively. Bootstrap trial is 1,000 

A B C
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amino acid changes may closely relate to loss of HCV 
replication selected by IFN/RBV treatment in the HCV2a-
infected patient. Further analysis using point mutation 
method for clarifying the role of these changes in the HCV 
life cycle is necessary.

Discussion

IFN/RBV combination therapy for HCV infected patients 
seems to be bound up with HCV genotype (5,10). Among 
different HCV genotypes, genotype 2 is more sensitive to 
the combination therapy, having a sustained viral response 

rate in 80% of patients in randomized controlled trials (4-6),  
but 20% of remanent patients still failed to response. To 
clarify the underlying mechanism, we analyzed the HCV 
sequences. Our data showed that the HCV population 
before and after treatment became almost uniform, and 
shrank to be further more simplified after 12 weeks of 
therapy, indicating during the course of the chronic 
infection, HCV population seemed to be adapted in some 
ways to the patient’s immune system, and IFN/RBV 
therapy may select IFN-resistant viruses. This simplified 
quasispecies may be completely eliminated by addition of 
other drugs with targets different from those of IFN/RBV.

In this study, the post-treatment population in ISDR 
region became more similar to HCV-JFH1 (Figures 3,6). 
In addition, as we can see from the chimeric replicon assay, 
although pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-29 has only one amino acid 
difference in ISDR region compared with IFN-sensitive 
JFH1 strain, its replication ability made up barely a quarter 
of wild-type ones, and the reaction efficiency to IFN-a was 
only 77%, much lower than wild type of 93%, and also 
lower than the pFK-Lu-JFH1/0-37 too, a clone owning 
11 amino acid differences. These results were conflicting 
with those has been reported that ISDR was correlated with 
IFN responsiveness in HCV genotype 1b and 2a infection 
(11-14). The possible interpretations to this inconsistency 

Figure 4 Schematic representation of subgenomic replicon. 
A. Structure of wild type sugenomic JFH1 replicon, pFK-
Lu-JFH1, with hGLu gene; B. Structure of chimeric 
replicon from pFK-Lu-JFH1, in which the most part of wild 
type of NS5A (2028aa-2442aa) was replaced by patient’s 
HCV sequence; C. Structure of mutant sugenomic JFH1 
replicon, pFK-Lu-JFH1/GND, produced by introducing a 
point mutation of G to A at nucleotide position 6,964 in the 
NS5B region 

Figure 3 Phylogenetic tree (Method: NJ) of ISDR. 
Bootstrap trial is 1,000 
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Figure 5 Relative replication activity of chimeric subgenomic replicon’s before and after IFN treatment. pFK-Lu-
JFH1/12-26 and pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-29 are derived from pFK-Lu-JFH1 by substituting the NS5A region (2,028-2,442 aa) 
with the patient’s HCV sequence from the 12-week post-treatment, and pFK-Lu-JFH1/0-37 is one by substituting the 
NS5A region (2028 aa-2442 aa) with the sequence from the pre-treatment. A. Relative Gaussia luciferase activity as change 
of time. pFK-Lu-JFH1 and pFK-Lu-JFH1/GND are used as positive and negative controls, respectively; B. Relative 
Gaussia luciferase activity after incubation with or without IFN-α for 48 h. (+). with IFN-α; (–). without IFN-α. The result is 
representative of three independent experiments carried out in duplicate 

Figure 6 Alignment of ISDR region of NS5A (2,213-2,248 aa). Each sequence is from the different replicon. WT: wild type 
of pFK-Lu-JFH1

include the following a few situations: (I) HCV in the  
12-week sample is still moderately sensitive to IFN; (II) 
the ISDR is not correlated to IFN responsiveness at least 
in this case; (III) the small number of amino acid residues 
found in the 12-week sample but not in ISDR or near ISDR 
are important for resistance to IFN; and (IV) the amino 
acid change of Q2242R in pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-29 may has 
great meaning for HCV replication and susceptibility to 
IFN. Further analysis of the amino acid changes should be 

elucidated.
In conclusion, during the process of the chronic HCV 

infection, the viral population seems to be adapted to the 
patient’s immune system, and further to be selected by 
combination of IFN/RBV therapy, indicating quasispecies 
may completely eliminated by addition of other drugs 
with targets different from those of IFN. In addition, each 
distinct response of chimeric replicon to IFN is most likely 
related to amino acid changes in or near ISDR of NS5A 

A B
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Figure 7 Amino acid sequence alignment. A. Alignment of zinc binding domain (2,026-2,174 aa). In pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-26, 
there are amino acid substitutions of S2047A, Y2094H, K2142E and F2144S; B. Alignment of PBD (2,013-2,274 aa), there 
are amino acid substitutions of T2220S, S2223N, E2257A and C2274R in pFK-Lu-JFH1/12-26 compared to wild type. WT: 
wild type of pFK-Lu-JFH1

during chronic infection and IFN/ RBV therapy. 
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